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Asset & Wealth Management Trends
Europe in disarray... American politics gridlocked... Continued deleveraging and headcount reductions across financial services...

A quick scan of today’s headlines would suggest that the global financial system is poised for implosion. Yet while these themes help sell newspapers, portraying nothing but gloom and doom is misleading. Similarly unhelpful are the common refrains about how this period in time has become “the new normal” or how “uncertainty is the only certainty.” While perhaps interesting theoretically, these approaches offer little guidance in terms of making truly informed and confident business decisions. Moreover, they frequently miss important (if subtle) nuances in the market.

What’s needed is a little more science and forward-looking analysis. That’s what Russell Reynolds Associates set out to provide with our 2011 Asset & Wealth Management Trends Report. Based on a rigorous, quantitative survey of nearly 30 financial institutions, hundreds of conversations with top executives across the year, and recent roundtables for industry leaders hosted by our team, we are pleased to share with you the following trends and perspectives. We hope the insights are helpful as you consider the future of your businesses and—most importantly—the critical leadership you will need in place.
1. Asset managers are optimistic... but with a healthy dose of caution

Industry performance has improved slowly but steadily since the dark months following the 2008 financial crisis. Asset growth has stabilized and profitability has improved, easing the extreme pressures on many firms. While the industry has regained some level of client trust, economic uncertainty continues to weigh heavily on asset managers, as flows trend away from riskier asset classes, causing a renewed threat to profitability. Investors are becoming more demanding and, with significant funds in motion, future revenues will increasingly become more elusive. To maintain margins in a period of significant volatility and increased regulatory change, fund managers are designing new products, improving transparency, reducing costs and boosting operating efficiency. The largest firms with the best operational infrastructures are dominating flows and charging the highest fees, enabling them to diversify, scale, and attract top talent. Alternatives managers that consistently deliver returns through the extreme turbulence are realizing similar benefits.

2. Client demands are increasing significantly in volatile markets

Although investors saw improved returns over the past year, the financial crisis called into question many traditional beliefs regarding asset allocation and portfolio construction. Investors are skeptical about the industry’s ability to deliver sustained performance and increasingly scrutinize investment decisions—for example, questioning the manager’s investment philosophies, processes and performance benchmarks. Effective transparency and risk management have become as critical as fund performance. In addition, the nature of the client relationship is shifting as investors demand more high-touch communication and interaction, value-added research, and customized solutions.

3. Product dynamics continue to shift

Product shifts that occurred prior to the crisis are now clearly entrenched. There is visible growth in both allocations to alternative strategies that seek alpha (albeit with less blind faith) and passively managed products such as ETFs that seek beta. Active managers are under more pressure than ever to deliver alpha and diversification. Fund managers continue to ruthlessly assess their competitive positioning and exit strategies where they have no clear differentiation. A key structural development is the growth of customized solutions, such as asset allocation funds, target-date funds, LDI, and other multi-asset solutions directed towards specific outcomes or balance sheet requirements. Further, the Outsourced CIO Model has gained significant traction and a number of managers are investing in talent and infrastructure to deliver this capability to clients as a separate solution. As managers seek to construct these offerings, experience in cross-asset-class investing and technical acumen in portfolio construction and asset allocation are in hot demand.
More specifically, the following product-related trends are driving shifts in demand for investment talent:

- Continued transition away from long-only US equities into global equity strategies.
- Clear shift away from the G-20 with high demand for emerging market equities and debt.
- Institutional investors have returned to alternative strategies where managers demonstrate strong track records, effective risk management, sound operating infrastructures to realize outsize returns, and diversification to meet future liabilities. Significant HNW and retail assets remain in cash and conservative fixed income strategies as capital preservation continues to be a priority.
- Capital flows out of fixed income, private equity and real estate, into hedge funds, allowing investors to maintain their ‘alternatives’ exposure, while preserving liquidity via shorter lock-ups.
- Hedge Fund seeding is back. Nearly 300 Hedge Funds launched in 1Q11. However, the mortality rate for new funds remains high at 40%.
- Diminished appetite for high-yield and distressed corporate credit, with increased appetite for macro, event-driven, fundamental long/short equity strategies. Credit strategies and CTAs are also in demand.
- Significant increase in direct-lending initiatives (“shadow banking”) out of Private Equity and Hedge Funds.
  - These funds are capital-rich, with the ability to disintermediate banks that are in disarray and unwilling to lend to middle-market borrowers.
  - Increased migration of sell-side leveraged finance talent to buy-side mezzanine and direct lending firms.

4. Return to Product Management as a core competency

Product Management—as a core competency—is back, as managers seek to rationalize the product portfolio, innovate strategically, expand globally and accelerate business development success. In 2010, the industry restructured hastily with several large, “shotgun” acquisitions and broader consolidation. Those firms must now rationalize their product set by eliminating redundancies and ensuring brand fit across all products. Further, firms are seeking to focus Portfolio Managers on delivering investment performance. Consequently, demand for Product Specialist capability as a proxy for the Portfolio Manager in marketing and due diligence activities is increasing.

5. The pace of consolidation has tapered, emphasizing niche team lift-outs

Transaction activity in the sector has diminished, resulting in reduced consolidation. Improved macroeconomic trends have eased the pressure on large financial institutions to divest—and there have been fewer large deals over the past year. However, smaller-scale consolidation, designed to fill gaps or enter new markets rather than achieve scale, will continue with select acquisitions and targeted team lift-outs. This is particularly evident in global and emerging market equities and high-yield. As failures in integration due to “tissue rejection” are common, acquirers must fully investigate cultural fit when reviewing potential acquisition targets. To avoid value destruction with the loss of key talent, a structured, proactive, and high-touch acquisition integration and retention approach is most critical.
6. Reconstructing Sales and Marketing to compete in the “new normal”

Sales and Marketing teams are under review as distribution and access remain intensely competitive. Demand for top distribution talent has intensified as long-only and alternatives managers have continuously upgraded their teams over the past two years—and demand continues. The “classic” marketer is viewed as a relic of the past, as firms pursue a relatively small pool of sophisticated, investment-savvy, and advisory-oriented executives who interact with investors at a peer level. In the retail channel, there is a significant need to upgrade talent as distributor headquarters gain power and consolidate relationships. Further, the “institutional-like” sophistication and unique, long-tail sales process required to penetrate the growing but challenging RIA market, requires re-invention of traditional marketing approaches and talent profiles. Complementing business development, 2011 saw a comprehensive rebuilding of marketing organizations as firms sought to reposition the brand, take investor mindshare via innovative thought leadership, and proactively support parallel sales initiatives.

7. Increasing role of regulation

Clients are demanding best-practice risk management, compliance, transparency and professional management. With continued and highly public failures, risk management and transparency priorities dominate. When firms fail to respond quickly to events, managers can become black-listed by consultants—and investors frequently respond with “sell-first, question later.” In parallel, rigid and uncertain regulatory environments in North America and Europe have the potential to erode profitability and drive shifts in risk management approaches and product strategy. This heightened regulatory environment is creating additional drag on profitability as risk management and compliance costs rise. Interestingly, hedge funds stand to gain from proposed regulation as banks face increasing restrictions on proprietary trading and other activities.

8. Different markets, different challenges

Managers face very dissimilar challenges with respect to competition and talent as they pursue growth in different markets. Mature markets, such as North America, Europe, Australia and Japan, are over-penetrated. That said, there are significant flows into select products, such as emerging market equities, which should be quite robust. Managers are focusing on core strengths—or moving beyond those strengths only selectively—and ensuring an efficient use of resources. Leadership, strategic insight, management discipline, and agility are critical capabilities for senior leaders in these markets. Developing markets, such as Latin America and many parts of Asia, are focusing primarily on building investment and distribution infrastructure, with varied approaches that reflect specific market and regulatory dynamics. The heated market is fueling an intense war for talent as evidenced by excessive compensation and a lack of employee loyalty.

9. Wealth Management reinvents the business model

Wealth Management continued its reinvention in 2011. Ongoing privacy scandals in the “classic” wealth management centers, shifting demographics, demand for open architecture and freedom of information
through the internet are altering the industry’s structure. HNW clients are no longer seeking a “country club” atmosphere but, rather, a value-added model, including integrated, self-directed and advisory channels; innovative communications (digital media, social media, mobile transactions); unique access to investment opportunities through a related investment bank; preferred financing for entrepreneurs; advice and expertise from the Private Bank and Investment Bank during wealth creation; and cross-enterprise expert advice teams. In some cases, firms are implementing a “bank-within-a bank” or developing strategic partnerships to deliver these Investment Banking capabilities. With these changes, new entrants and “new school” talent will replace established firms that cannot keep up.

10. Compensation more nuanced than negative

Russell Reynolds Associates surveyed twenty-nine asset and wealth management institutions to understand their views on—and approaches to—2011 compensation. While a number of aspects will vary little from 2010 (e.g., bonus/base as a share of total compensation will remain flat; few firms are leveraging equity bonuses, deferrals and clawbacks; etc.) some interesting nuances emerged, in many cases revealing a more positive outlook heading into 2012. For example:

- Fully 32% of firms expect bonus pools to grow.
- Over half of respondents in the Distribution/Marketing space expect bonuses to rise.
- Perhaps most encouraging, from a broader standpoint, 39% of surveyed institutions expect their workforce to grow in 2012.

Click here to access the complete survey results: http://bit.ly/uNND6n.

11. Leadership: critical yet scarce

The relative stability of the first half of 2011 gave asset managers the courage to reinvest in their businesses in ways not seen since before the financial crisis hit. The second half of the year has proven to be quite a different story. For obvious reasons, we believe the landscape will remain extremely challenging for some time to come. As a result, discipline, courage and fundamental leadership competencies will define the executives and organizations that separate themselves from the pack going forward. Leadership and strategic skills will be crucial to successfully navigating the current environment, as will the ability to motivate teams in light of volatile conditions and compensation constraints. However, these skills are in high demand (and therefore come at a premium) as the pool of individuals with experience leading organizations and teams through uncertainty, while positioning their businesses for growth, is finite. At the same time, leaders must demonstrate the ability to operate both “horizontally” and “vertically,” maintaining a critical focus on the organization’s strategy while simultaneously executing strong tactical leadership. All the while, they should expect ever-increasing demand for accountability from investors and shareholders.

Unfortunately, few organizations have adequately identified and developed the next generation of leaders. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the hedge fund industry where founders have generally done a poor job proactively planning for their leadership transition. If great organizations are born of difficult times, then this is a once in a generation opportunity to build a lasting, world-class franchise.
2012: Looking Ahead

What are the implications of these trends on talent management through 2012 and beyond?

Boards: Corporate and mutual fund boards will continue to focus on business oversight, governance, and risk management by adding finance and risk-literate directors with the expertise to challenge senior leadership.

Senior Leadership: The scarcity of CEOs and senior executives with the desired mix of leadership capabilities, strategic vision, determination, and global experience has created a real challenge. We expect to see continued movement of executives from other segments of financial services towards Asset and Wealth Management as a result of high demand for creativity—and CEOs will continue to demand high-profile candidates and global searches to round out their teams.

Investment Management: Expect strong demand for global and emerging equities, credit, and multi-asset talent. CIO demand will remain strong, in particular for those with diverse asset-class experience, leadership capability, and risk management acumen. We see specific demand for CIO talent as managers build outsourced CIO capabilities. Further, firms will continue to pursue turnkey solutions through additional team moves.

Sales & Marketing: As long-only and alternatives managers continue to upgrade talent, top sales and investor relations advisory talent will become scarce and further accelerate an increase in compensation levels. We expect continued investment in CMOs, Heads of Marketing and Product Management/ Specialist talent.

Risk Management: Expect continued demand for functional risk managers (credit, market, counterparty, operational) and analytical and quantitative risk managers who have experience working on investment teams and as corporate CIOs. There will be particular demand for talent capable of bridging the gap between the models and managers. As firms adapt to increased regulatory oversight and investor scrutiny, we expect continued hiring for compliance and legal officers with a premium on experience in regulatory affairs.

Infrastructure: Expect revitalized hiring of operational leaders as managers reassess their infrastructure platforms. After holding off on technology investments, mid- and back-office infrastructure is dated and needs attention. In the current environment, there is demand for executives who bring a strategic perspective to design and have experience with outsourcing and hybrid models.

Human Resources: Talent management is back to the forefront, as the retention and development of “franchise players,” succession planning, and strategic talent acquisition to support new business initiatives all become points of competitive advantage.
Russell Reynolds Associates

Leadership for a Changing World.
In today’s global business environment, success is driven by the talent, vision and leadership capabilities of senior executives. Russell Reynolds Associates is a leading global executive search and assessment firm with more than 300 consultants based in 40 offices worldwide. Our consultants work closely with public and private organizations to assess and recruit senior executives and board members to drive long-term growth and success. Our in-depth knowledge of major industries and our clients’ specific business challenges, combined with our understanding of who and what make an effective leader, ensures that our clients secure the best leadership teams for the ongoing success of their businesses. www.russellreynolds.com
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